Department of English and Linguistics

Position title:
Visiting Assistant Professor in Linguistics

Type of appointment:
9 month, visiting

Discipline:
Linguistics

Area of Expertise:
TESOL/applied linguistics

Qualifications/Requirements:
Ph.D. in TESOL/Applied Linguistics/Second Language Acquisition or other related field. Preference will be given to those who have: prior instructional experience in higher education (in one or more of the following areas: teacher education/TESOL/applied linguistics/multicultural education and curriculum development); prior experience in supervision/evaluation of practice teaching (classroom observations in teacher training program at a comprehensive university or college) and/or teacher training programs at a university or college; familiarity with TESOL/NCATE Standards and Assessment; working knowledge of state standards regarding ENL and/or WIDA standards Prior instructional experience in higher education (teacher education/TESOL/applied linguistics/multicultural education and curriculum development).

Employment is contingent on a satisfactory background records check.

Duties:
This position will require teaching of courses in TENL (Teaching English as a New Language) Certificate program with emphasis on TESOL pedagogy and
sociolinguistics for certificate/licensure program. Courses of instruction include (but are not limited to) undergraduate and graduate-level. TENL practicum, Sociolinguistics, Second Language Acquisition, Methods and Materials in TESOL II, and introductory Courses in linguistics for majors and minors as well as for general education.

Description of the department:

The Department of English and Linguistics is responsible for writing instruction and general education courses in literature, folklore, linguistics, and related fields. It offers undergraduate and master's-level degree programs in English, as well as minors in English, creative writing, folklore, linguistics, and professional writing. In addition, the department also provides a certificate in Teaching English as a New Language (TENL).

Description and location of the university:

Indiana University–Purdue University Fort Wayne (IPFW) is the largest university in northeast Indiana, offering more than 200 prestigious Indiana University and Purdue University degrees and certificates. More than 13,000 students of diverse ages, races, and nationalities pursue their education on our 682-acre campus. IPFW combines challenging academic programs with student-centered flexibility at an affordable price. The university's exemplary standards in teaching and research provide unparalleled value for career preparation and professional development in an ever-changing global market. The university’s commitment to the region’s economic development and to service makes it an economic, cultural, and societal leader in the region. IPFW is an Equal Opportunity/Equal Access/Affirmative Action employer fully committed to achieving a diverse workforce and is a University accredited by The Higher Learning Commission of the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools.

Effective date:

8/15/2016

Application deadline:

2/15/2016

Please submit:

- Cover Letter
- C.V.
- A 1-2 page teaching philosophy
- Evidence of teaching effectiveness
- A copy of unofficial transcripts
- Three letters of reference
* All candidates who are interviewed should prepare a 45-60 minute instructional student presentation.

To:

Dr. Chad Thompson, Chair of Search Committee
Department of English and Linguistics LA 145
Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne
2101 E. Coliseum Blvd.
Fort Wayne, IN 46805

Contact for information:
Dr. Chad Thompson
Phone: 260-481-6101
Email: thompsoc@ipfw.edu

Department web address:

Additional Information:

IPFW is an EEO/AA employer fully committed to achieving a diverse workforce. All individuals, including minorities, women, individuals with disabilities, and protected veterans are encouraged to apply.